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South Africa - Weather
South Africa’s main summer crop areas will see a good mix of rain and sunshine during the coming
week. Rainfall will be enough to keep soil moisture at adequate to excessive levels. Flash flooding
will be possible in the wetter areas of Natal and Mpumalanga, though no significant crop damage is
expected. Aggressive crop development is expected for most locations and the outlook remains
favorable. South Africa will see a mix of erratic rainfall and sunshine during the coming week
o Disturbances will generate scattered showers and thunderstorms in eastern and central South
Africa through Saturday before precipitation shifts to western and central South Africa later this
weekend and early next week
in Natal and Mpumalanga
• Eastern and central South Africa will again have several opportunities for rain January 12 – 18
o Western South Africa will receive little to no rain
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: The Midwest will see a quiet weather pattern through most of the next two weeks
with a few rounds of mostly light precipitation into this weekend.
o Precipitation will be greatest near and south of the Ohio River this weekend and additional
increases in river and stream flows will result leaving the region prone to a quick increase in flooding
if a heavy precipitation event were to occur soon.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: A mostly tranquil weather pattern will be in place during the next two
weeks in the Delta and the Southeast outside of some light showers Wednesday into Thursday and
widespread rain Saturday into Sunday.
o Some of the driest areas from southeastern Georgia and nearby Florida to central and eastern
South Carolina will benefit the precipitation, but much of the rain will be light and greater rain is
needed to fully restore soil moisture.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Paraguay and most of southern Brazil will see daily showers through the next ten days and
although the rain will be erratic and light most often, most of the region will receive enough rain to
improve conditions for crops.
o Temperatures will not be as hot as what occurred recently and the reduced evaporation rates will
allow crops to better-utilize moisture from the expected rain.
ARGENTINA: Rain will decline today with many areas from Entre Rios to eastern Corrientes seeing up
to 0.50” of rain and locally more with similar totals from west-central Cordoba to western Santiago
del Estero while most other areas are dry.
o San Luis to La Pampa to southern to eastern Buenos Aires will be driest.
• A few showers will occur each day in western Argentina Wednesday into Sunday with rainfall
coverage up to 15% and amounts up to 0.75” and locally more each day. .
• Rain will increase Monday into next Tuesday and 65% of the country will see totals of 0.25-1.25”
and locally more with southern areas wettest.
• Dry weather will be most common Jan. 12-18 with a few showers on occasion.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: Rounds of precipitation will continue to maintain moist conditions throughout the North Sea Region into France, Germany, Switzerland and northeastern Italy as well as southern Scandinavia this week.
Moisture will reach into the northwestern Balkan Nations Thursday into early next week and may expand into portions of the southeastern Balkan Nations early next week.
AUSTRALIA: Rain will increase over southeastern portions of the continent Wednesday into Friday limiting fieldwork and raising concern over unharvested winter grains. Scattered showers will linger over central and
eastern New South Wales this weekend into early next week. The moisture will continue to hinder crop maturation and harvest, but some fieldwork will evolve in breaks in precipitation.
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